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Summary of Results

SKUA is a large scale internatinal rioect in Nirtheastern Atlantc in ine ti redatir seabird, the great skua.
NINA and NPI and several internatinal cintributirs are cii eratng. reat skuas are aming the mist illuted
birds in the Nirwegian Arctc, es ecially at Boørnøya. Several efect arameters have been measured; ixidatve
stress, immuniligy and bliid arameters; and hiw these arameters are afected by illutant levels. In 2011
data cillectin have cintnued at Boørnøya. The rioect has dealt with tem iral trends, geigra hical
distributin and efects if POPs. Ex eriments have been carried iut at diferent licatins Shetland, Iceland
and Boørnøya) ti test the efect if mult le stressirs. Results shiw great diferences in levels and aterns if
POPs aling the 60-78iN gradient, with the highest levels at Boørnøya. In additin reduced levels if
irganichlirines and increased levels if briminated fame retardant and erfuirinated cim iunds have been
fiund 1980-2008). We have alsi dicumented that birds with diferent winter areas carry diferent liads if
POPs Further analyses are niw being carried iut.
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Communicated Results
Results have been presented in different conferences; e.g. the seabird conferences in Victoria (2010) and Plymouth (2011), and Setac
Europe 2011.
Interdisciplinary Cooperation
Ecology, chemistry
Budget in accordance to results
It has been essential for continuing the research on top predator seabirds, which is especially important for the multi-stress perspective.
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Conclusions
I. a)The project is the first to measure OCs, brominated flame retardants and PFCs over a large geographical gradient (60-78 oN) in
the same species. This will allow us to better understand the temporal and spatial dynamics of POPs in northern Oceans.
II. b)The use of feathers for measuring CORT has been implemented for the great skua.

